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I. Choose the correct Answers. 

1. What is located at the top of the website?       [ ] 

a. Content   b. Footer   c. Header   d. Menu 

2. What is the property to display the type of mouse pointers when a user points over element?  

             [ ] 

a. Display   b. Visibility   c. Cursor   d. None of the above 

3. How many properties does outline have          [ ] 

a. 4    b. 5    c. 3    d. 1 

4. CSS syntax is of how many parts         [ ] 

a. 2    b. 1    c. 3    d. 4 

5. Script tag is used in            [ ] 

a. CSS    b. HTML   c. Java script   d. None of the above 

6. What is the tags to manage external scripts       [ ] 

a. Formatting tags  b. Interactive tags  c. Control tags   d. Page structure tags 

7. What is used to set the color of the outline       [ ] 

a. Outline colour  b. Outline style  c. Outline property  d. bg colour 

8. Which  pseudo class is used to style an active link       [ ] 

a. A link   b. Blink    c. Activate   d. V link 

9. What does name attribute do in < form > object       [ ] 

a. Read & write  b. Read/Write   c. Only read   d. None 

10. How many selectors does CSS have        [ ] 

a. 8    b. 4    c. 5    d. 3 

11. The following are the keyboard events         [d] 

a. On key down  b. On key press  c. On key up   d. None 

12. Which of the following is an identifier?        [a] 

a. sno    b. s & no   c. s_no    d. s no 

13. Unary operator is an operator that operates on a __________     [a] 

a. Single operator  b. Binary operator  c. Both    d. None 

14. A global variable will be declared         [a] 

a. Outside   b. Inside   c. Both    d. None 

15. Which of the following are control statements       [d] 

a. if    b. if ….. else   c. switch   d. all 

16. Looping is used to           [a] 

a. Repeat   b. Break   c. Jump   d. None 

17. Which is a built-in function         [a] 

a. alert (  )   b. if    c. switch   d. None 

18. ________ are used to represent group of data items into a single unit    [a] 

a. Array   b. Function   c. Both    d. None 

19. _______ is an object that represent a sequence of characters     [a] 

a. String   b. Array   c. Function   d. None 

20. _________ method is used convert string into lower case     [a] 

a. to lower case (   )  b. to upper case  c. None   d. both 

  

II. Fill in the blanks 

1. __________________ selector selects elements based on name, id, class. 

2.     property is used to display behavior. 

3.     is a full featured programming language. 



4.     selector that selects elements based on an attribute value. 

5. Internal CSS is also called as _____________________________ 

6.     pseudo class is used to additional elements to rules. 

7. CSS box model is used to ______________ & ______________ 

8.     allows you to add text or elements into document.  

9. CSS has ____________ list __________ links __________________ properties. 

10. XHTML is _________________ sensitive. 

11. The chief of a website refers to the web browser 

12. Java script tokens Identifiers, keywords, literels, operators 

13. Identifier is used to identify person’s name and any values. 

14. Keywords are predefined identifies that make programming. 

15. ?  :  is a conditional operator. 

16. The method of taking action is called event handling 

17. Onfocus event occurs when an element gets focus. 

18. The onabort event occurs when loading of an image is aborted. 

19. Onsubmit is to submit your form. 

20. Onload event is triggered when the user enters a webpage. 

 

III. Short Answers.    

1. What is a string? 

2. What is an object? 

3. What is an event? 

4. What is a function? 

5. What is an array? 

 


